
similar  pattern  to  that  of his  predecessor, though  not  with such  a  happy
conclusion. He  became  involved in treason to his own  master's  supplanter
and died a traitor’s  death  as  a  ‘tailor of  London’ in  1489 with  other  rebels.
(John  Leland, De  Rebus  Britannicis Collectanea,  ed.  Thomas  Heame,
London 1774, vol. 4, p.257.  Other London  chronicles  such  as  Vitellius A
XVI and  Stow’s  Annals  do not refer to Henry Davy's  death.) This  was
apparently despite  a  general pardon in  December 1488  or for new  offences
committed  since the pardon. The  office  of  tailor  was one  involving personal
service and  contact  with the  King and perhaps as  a  consequence  inclined the
owner of the  office  to manifestations of  loyalty.

For other details  about  Lovekyn see A. F.  Sutton, George Lovekyn, tailor
to Kings  1470-1504, Costume  vol.  15  (1981). Lovekyn  may also  be  found
acting with Sir  John Cheyne  in  support  of his brother-in-law’s purchase of
the manor of Chyvershall, Essex, in 14 Henry VII  (1498-9), (M. Fitch, ed.,
Essex Feet  of Fines,  vol.  4, 1423-1547,  Essex  Archaeological Society, 1964,
p.101).  For  Davy see A. F. Sutton and P. W. Hammond (eds.), The
Coronation  of Richard III.  Gloucester  1983, pp.332-3.  — The Editor.

Book Reviews

FIFTEENTH—CENTURY STUDIES: RECENT ESSAYS.  Edited by Robert
F.  Yeager.  Hamden, Connecticut: Archon Books, 1984.  Distributed  by Clio
Distribution Services, Oxford, England.  £45.00.

One  comes  to any collection  of  essays with  some expectation  of variety of
contents  and  also, inevitably, of variation in the quality of  contributions.
This collection  of  Fifteenth-Century Studies  happily has  a  real coherence  of
subject-matter  and  a  high level of  authority in  tackling the  different topics.

At first  sight  the  book looks  as if it may be  more  mixed than  this. The
three  sections into  which it is  divided  — ‘Rcviews of  Scholarship',
‘Language  and Paleography’, ‘Literary Criticism' —  may appear, in  theory,
to have the  virtue  of comprehensiveness, but  possibly, in  fact, to  offer  too
varied  a  set of  approaches  in  a  single  volume. In  practice  the  mixture works
well, topics  treated  from one  point  of view in one section  rte-emerging in
often  a very different  light  in  another.  And so, for instance, the reviews of
current  and  past  scholarship in studies of  Lydgate, Hoccleve, Henryson, and
Dunbar in Part One, by Edwards, Mitchell, Fradenburg and Ridley
respectively, have a critical counterpoint in essays on  these  poets  in  Part
Three  by Benson, Burrow, Fox, Reiss, and  Spearing.  It has to be said  that
there  are  a  very few cases in  which  such essays  on the  same  topic in
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different sections  do seem to compete with rather  than  fully complement
each  other. Some, at least, of this can be accounted for by the
approachability of one  treatment  as against another. It would be difficult
perhaps  for any account of the rather fragmentary state  of  Hoccleve  studies,
for instance, to shine beside the sophisticated and elegant discussion of the
Hoccleve  ‘Series’ of  poems  by Professor Burrow in Part Three of  this  book.

Indeed, unavoidably perhaps, the critical  essays  in the final section can
command more easily a  sense  of the  excitement  of reading, when compared
with the rather  more  refined pleasures of scholarly research accounted for in
Part  One.  But  almost  without  exception  the  essays in Part One are properly
comprehensive and authoritative and go well beyond their simple function as
reviews of scholarship to raise important questions  about  the directions of
future research. And so, for instance, in his chapter on Lydgate studies,
Professor EdWards has  some  challenging views on the  need  for further
definition of the  Lydgate  canon and, presumably intimately connected with
this, on the  manuscript  history and dissemination of copies of  Lydgate’s
works. Professor Fradenburg has similarly useful and interesting conclusions
to draw from her review of work on Henryson, especially on the subject of
critical understanding of his use of source material, on which  seem  to hinge
much  larger questions of Henryson’s status and independence as  a  poet.  It is
invidious to have singled out only two of the essays in this section of the
book  when Part  One, as  a  whole, raises  many such  issues and provides,
more generally, a thorough review of scholarship in its different areas and
amply foot-noted  sources that  will benefit any student, at whatever level,
coming to any one of  these  authors.

Part Two of the collection, ‘Language and Paleography’, contains three
essays. In the first, ‘Texts, Textual  Criticism and Fifteenth-Century
Manuscript Production’, Professor Pearsall’s spirited assessment of the
implications for  textual  criticism of the growing understanding of the often
confused circumstances of manuscript dissemination is  both  a timely and a
rewarding piece.  Some will  feel that  trading the  certainties  of critical
editions off  against  a picture of scribal and editorial intervention in early
manuscript copies is, in fact, a  very poor bargain indeed, and Professor
Pearsall is surely right  to warn  against  an over-enthusiastic interpretation of
manuscript  context  as  just some  more authoritative new  orthodoxy.  But if
the detailed study of manuscripts is beginning to  suggest that a  modern
editor may well simply be editing a text that exists  in copies  that  are,
themselves, already in  effect  editions, the resulting loss  of certainty in
textual  criticism  need  not involve a terminal loss of confidence as well.
These  are questions  that  go to the heart of an  editor’s  function, but if
manuscript studies  seem currently to be raising serious problems for editors,
it is only in the short term  that  this will seem to be  some  dreadful, if
appropriate, revenge by manuscript specialists for years of answering the
editor's simplest  questions about  dates and places. Already some  of the
mechanisms of manuscript dissemination have  become  clearer and further
work in this area may well  offer much finer discriminations about the milieu
and traditions of  texts  with even the  most  complex histories, which should
be welcomed by all.
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The essays by Professor  Ross and  Professor  Fisher in Part Two  form,
together, a  self-contained section on language.  These  seem  to fit rather  less
easily into the pattern of the  book  as  a  whole, being somewhat more
detailed and specialized  studies  of  ‘Taboo-Words  in Fifteenth-Century
English’ and  ‘Caxton  and Chancery English’ respectively. In  some ways
neither  seems  to  have enough  space  to  present  the full story and  both  were
perhaps constrained by the implicit demands of the first two parts of the
collection to  comment  more widely on  current  and  past work  in particular
areas.  But even in  this  case  the form of the  book  proves to be productive, in
that  one carries this more detailed discussion of aberrant and standardized
language into  the final section of critical essays.  There, quite  apart from  a
more general  coincidence of concern for the meanings of words, Larry
Benson’s  robust discussion of ‘Courtly Love  and Chivalry in the Later
Middle  Ages’ focuses  precisely upon  the register of  polite  and impolite
language  as the embodiment of  concepts  of nobility and baseness. It is  just
this  sort  of possibility of reading from one  section  into another  that  ties
together  the essays in the collection, which seem at first  sight  to have  such
different aims and styles. In all  cases the critical  essays in Part Three of the
book  represent useful and at times especially stimulating views of particular
authors and topics.  Taken  as  a  whole this  section  deserves to be read
carefully and should  benefit  the study of literature from the period. Beside
the  essays  by Benson  and  Burrow  already mentioned, there is an impressive
range of topics: Donald  Baker  on  drama; David  Benson  and Demon Fox
on  Henryson; Thomas  Garbéty on ballad and  romance; David Jeffrey on
James  Ryman’s  carol collection; Edmund Reiss on Dunbar; and, finally, a
provocative, Bloomian  reading of  Lydgate’s  Seige  of Thebes  by A. C.
Spearing.

Each of the  essays  in this final section of the  book  raises a number of
detailed ideas  that  would take far too long to go into here, but the overall
impression of  these  very different studies is of an increasing willingness to
acknowledge  a  variety of critical  approaches  and responses as an alternative
to past critical  orthodoxies.  As in the case of textual studies, one  feels  that
this movement is not  without some attendant  sense of  loss, and several of
the contributors explicitly evoke  this  anxiety.  But the optimism and energy
of many of the contributions to  this  book  should  convince us all  that this  is
a  necessary and productive attempt, in  Bloom’s  terms, ‘to clear imaginative
space’.

JEREMY  GRIFFlTHS

THE  MEDIEVAL ARCHER.  Jim Bradbury. The  Boydell  Press, Woodbridge,
1985. £14.95.

Jim Bradbury begins this book with the understandable comment that ‘there
is  a book  to be written on every aspect  of the medieval archer, but  this  is
not  it.’ He has indeed taken on  a  large subject here but his survey is
nonetheless penetrating and illuminating.
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As an historian brought up under the  influence  of R. Allen  Brown  of
King’s, London, Jim has  long cherished  a  deep interest in early Medieval
warfare:  his own specialisation has  been  early twelfth century warfare, on
which he has written in  detail  in  a  recent  volume of the  Proceedings  of the
Battle  Conference, and which constitutes his doctoral research  subject.  It is
natural then  that  he pays more  attention  to the role of archers in the Anglo-
Norman-Angevin  warfare of this time  than  our period of the Wars of the
Roses. These twelfth  century researches  show that  the  tactic  of supporting
formations of dismounted men-at-arms with squadrons of  archers  was  used
in battles  like  Tinchebrai (1106), Alenqon (1118), Brémule  (1119),
Bourgtheroulde  (1124), the Standard (1138), Lincoln (1141) many years
before  its  more  renowned application at Crecy and Agincourt. Indeed we
can  trace  this  back  to Hastings, if not before.  This coupled  with Jim’s other
assertion, that  the so called long bow was not  a  new wonder weapon of
circa  1300  but  a  weapon  virtually indistinguishable from the short ordinary
bow (as  opposed  to the shortbow which is distinguishable) makes  nonsense
of so  much that  has been written  about  the warfare of the Hundred Years
War. The  tactic  was more systematically used, and the bow perhaps  a  little
longer  in the fourteenth century than in the twelfth century, but  these  are
mere developments rather than military innovations.

Jim  shows throughout  his book  that though  the archer and
crossbowman acquired  more  respect as the centuries unfolded, they
remained socially inferior, the chivalrous  classes  very rarely using such
weapons in battle, even if  they did fight on foot or use the bow  when  at
play. Aristocratic pride  could  not however hide the efficacy of archery —  a
theme  well illustrated by Jim's  reference  to  John  Gillingham’s calculation
that  the proportion of archers to  other  soldiers in  fifteenth  century armies
increased from  about three  to one under Henry V  to  about  seven to one in

'the  Wars of the Roses. This in itself should be sufficient to prove  that  the
how was  seen  as the determining factor in the  battles  of York and
Lancaster, but  this  is  also  borne out by his clear explanation  that  the bow
was not seriously challenged by the  handgun  till well into the  sixteenth
century.

The  Medieval Archer  is an excellent introduction to a fascinating
subject, the military and social significance of  which  deserve  close  attention.
It is however, more  than a lucid, concise  account, for as briefly inferred
above, it is  a  fresh look  at  a  topic which has  been often  abused in the  past.

JAMES  PETRE

CHRISTIANITY  IN THE  WEST 1400-1700. John  Bossy. 1985.  Oxford
University Press, £3.95 (paperback).

It was, I  believe, Monseigneur Talbot  who recommended the laity to hunt,
shoot  and entertain, and leave theology to the  clergy.  Professor  Bossy is
evidently not one of his disciples, and the reader of this  book  must  be
prepared for  a  large  dose  of theology. But few  could  administer that dose
better  than Professor  Bossy.  The clarity of his  thought  and expression, his
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gentle irony (even when it leads him  into a  mixed metaphor) must make  it
palatable, indeed salutary, even to so  un-thcological a  nation as the English.
I doubt if  anyone  could have written this  book  who was not steeped in the
Catholic  tradition, and  this  is apparent in its love for humanity (while
recognising its shortcomings) and in its breadth of vision. The author
apologises in the  preface  that  ‘Slav, Magyar, Scandinavian and Irish
Christianity are poorly represented’. At least he recognises their  existence,
and  even  Wales  gets  an occasional mention. But he  seems  at  home
everywhere from Dalmatia to  Dundee  and from Salamanca to Saxony.
France, Germany and  Italy loom large on his  canvas, but there is no lack of
patriotism in treatment of the home  country.  It is  a  charming touch  to
conclude by showing how the concept of Christianity changed  during these
centuries from being more or less synonymous with Christendom to  being
the religion which Christians professed. What a  change  of  outlook  underlies
that  change in meaning!

I should recommend at  least  three categories of people to  read  this“\
book.  First, I commend it to my fellow clergy. I find what Professor  Bossy
has to say on baptism more relevant (as well as more readable) than the
recent  ecumenical pronouncement of the Lima conference, and I would
make it, and what he says on confirmation, marriage and  penance
compulsory reading for all who teach pastoralia.

Secondly, the  book should  be read by anyone who thinks  that  ideas are
important. Cambridge University (Professor  Bossy’s  alma  mater  and my
own) has functioned for  centuries  on the  belief that they are. The  book
opens  up a  new approach to the Reformation, summed up in the words
‘thought  cannot be reformed, but minds may change’ (p.91). The major
achievement of this  book  is to  show  the Reformation as  a  sea-change amid
the tempestuous cross-currents of  history rather  than  a  threshold  across
which  history passed irrevocably, for better or for worse.  Many will be
grateful for Professor  Bossy’s  sympathetic and long-overdue appraisal of
Calvin, Bucer  and  Baxter.

Thirdly, anyone who already has a  good  outline knowledge of what
happened between  1400  and  1700  will  benefit  from what  Professor  Bossy
reveals of what made people of  that  age really tick. I  would single out his
gescription of ordinary parishioners at Mass (pp. 66 ff.) as  a  remarkably
imaginative  flight  of sympathy.

There are, too, some  unexpected treasures as  a  bonus. One is the
section (pp.l6l  ff.) on the significance of the development of music. We
music-lovers are  more  in Martin  Luther’s  debt  than  we had realised! But for
the readers of this magazine  I  conclude with  a  real  gem.  It is not to be
expected  that  the two-year reign of an unsuccessful English  King will receive
much mention.  But Ricardians may detect  a  hint from the reference to
‘More’s  or  Shakespeare’s  Richard  III’ (p.71) that  that  gentleman may not
have  been  the Richard III of  sober  fact. More important, they should note
(even if  they have to read the whole  book  to appreciate the point) that ‘The
critical  moments  in  More’s  story were not  acts  of usurpation, not even
perhaps  acts  of murder, but  acts  in violation of the  holy:  of the  sanctity of
holy places  m  Richard’s removal of his  brother’s  son from sanctuary, and of
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the sanctity of his  brother’s  marriage.’ (p.153). In this one sentence,
Professor  Bossy has added an invaluable  foot-note  to  Ricardian  studies, and
one of which all subsequent scholars  should  take account.

BARRIE WILLIAMS

MEDIEVAL  T0  RENAISSANCE  IN  ENGLISH POETRY.  A. C.
Spearing. 1985.  Cambridge University Press, £9.95.

A. C.  Spearing’s  scholarly work develops  themes  and ideas implicit in  some
of his earlier writings and includes  extracts  which have already been
published elsewhere.  Here  his main  theme  is the critical re—examination of
the period in English  literature  between the  late fourteenth  century and the
full flowering of the  Renaissance  in England under Elizabeth I, in which the
role of Geoffrey Chaucer is given new importance. Literary scholarship has
generally catalogued Chaucer as essentially a medieval  poet; here, Mr.
Spear'mg for the first time fully expounds the view, taken by W. P. Ker and
J. W. Mackail earlier this century,  that  he  must  be regarded as the earliest
exponent  of the new ideas current in fourteenth century Italy, which  he had
met during visits there in the  1370’s, as well as  through  the manuscripts of
Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio. As far as literature is concerned, these  ideas
exalted the role of the  poet  and accorded  a  new dignity to vernacular
poetry, which, through  a  new awareness of  history, could now recreate the
world of pagan  antiquity.  By a detailed analysis of the prologues to The
House  of Fame,  and of other works of Chaucer which  have  Italian sources,
the author shows how such concepts entered English literary tradition,
encouraged, no  doubt  by the atmosphere of  free  academic speculation
practised in the English universities of the time, and by Chaucer’s  own  close
connections  with  Lollard  circles.

Chaucer's  work  exercised a  profound influence on later writers. From
him  (‘the  noble rethor  that  alle did  excelle’),  they borrowed  themes  and
techniques, and it was to his sense of history that  they looked in order to
establish their own relationship with the classical past and with Chaucer
himself. However, they failed  to  enlarge  upon his aims and achievement,
which  they generally misunderstood, effectively retarding the development
of  a  literary Renaissance in England for two hundred years.  Most  of the
ensuing sections of Mr. Spearing‘s  book  are devoted to  a  discussion of  those
poets  who transmitted the Chaucerian tradition within their  own, largely
medieval framework.

From  John Lydgate, consigned  to the role of an  imitator, Mr. Spearing
turns to two Scottish  poets, Robert Henryson and William Dunbar, whose
works represent  a  distinct strand of post-Chaucerian verse which grew up
north of the border at the end of the  1500's. Here, Italian  cultural ideals
were  being received from other sources, and the court of the  cultivated
James IV (patron of Erasmus), provided a background to some of the
writings of Dunbar, who was probably the first native  poet  to claim  a
permanence for his work. Nevertheless, he too remained essentially attached
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to older literary conventions.  Dunbar’s  death coincided  with the'battle  of
Flodden, which  stifled  possible  developments in Scotland, and it was in the
much  more  conservative atmosphere of the 'early Tudor  court that  John
Skelton  wrote.  ‘Vigorously medieval', he is recognised by Mr.  Spearing as
the greatest identifiable  poet  born in the  fifteenth century.  After  Skelton,  a
cleric  like so many of his predecessors, the  author  deals with the English
courtier-poet  exemplified  by Sir  Thomas  Wyatt. However, even at  this stage
(Wyatt  died in  1542), poetry is still seen as  a  pastime, and both Wyatt, and
his contemporary, Henry Earl of Surrey, subordinated  their  literary careers
to  other, more  conventional ambitions. Against their medieval  ideals  of
courtly or military service, Mr. Spearing contrasts  those  of Edmund
Spenser, the  first English poet  to design for  himself a  public career as  a poet
on the Italian model. His achievement, which  finally recognised Chaucer as
an admirable but archaic  poet  who could no  longer  exercise  a  hold on
current literary developments, heralds the belated arrival of the Renaissance
in English  literature:

Other  writers besides those  mentioned, notably Thomas Hoccleve  and
Stephen HaWes,‘ also  have  their place in the  book, and the author devotes  a
chapter  to  fifteenth  century literary forms — the alliterative  popm  and
religious drama — which owe  nothing to  Chaucer.  All of the sections
contain eXhaustive critical analyses of  chosen texts  which the  author uses  to
explore  the  larger problems  of literary history as well as to  illustrate  his
main airgumem, making this  an invaluable work for  specialists  in the field.
Nevértheless, Mr. Spea_ring's very readable style and his  obvious enthusiasm
for his  subject  makes  it accessible  also  to  those  interested in more general
cultural changes  1n England" m the two centuries after  1370.

ALEXANDRA  SINCLAIR

a

TEXTILES  IN  DAiLY LIFE  IN THE  MIDDLE AGES. Rebecca  Martin. The
Cleveland Museum of Art 1985. Published in co-operation with Indiana
University Press, Bloomington, Indiana  47405.  $7. 95  (paper).

This  ;is an exhibition  catalogue  of  sixty-eight pages  devoted to
seventeen  examples  of medieval  textiles  and ten contemporary objects
chosen  to- show  the  textiles  in their ecclesiastical and secular  context.  The
author  has; therefore, ample space  to  examine  and  illustrate  the items in
detail  and provide  both  a glossary and  a  bibliography, as well as extensively
to  annotate  her  text.  The  textiles  are all  luxury silks, embroideries and linens
of the thirteenth to  fourteenth centuries  (with one from the eleventh) and
are all, save  one, from the collection of. the Cleveland  vMuseum  of  Art.
Despite_the  small number of items the range of origin is  Italy, Germany,
France, England and Spain and the range of use is equally impressive:  a
stunning English embroidered  Tree  of Jesse  orfrey (an ornamental border)
once  presumably part of  a  priest’s vestment; a  French bag of silk and  gold
tapestry woven  with a design of armorial shields; one of  the- three  known
examples of  a  medieval silk curtain (fifteenth century Spanish); and  a  linen
towel from  Perugia.  -  ,1 . . .
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The author  uses  a wide range of  references including Italian, French
and German  sources.  The intention of the main  text  is to describe the use
of  each  of the  exhibited  textiles in the middle ages and this Dr. Martin does
admirably.  There  is  a  little  illuminating comment  on  techniques  of
embroidery and weaving and the glossary gives  helpful additional  details,
but one can quibble  that  nothing is said of how  these things were  marketed
or of the men and  women  who made  them".

The intricacy and  skill  of the tablet  woven  eleventh century galloon  or
of the  exquisite  Lucchese (?) cloth of red silk and  gold  membrane  woven  in  a
pattern of  phoenixes, lions and pseudo-Arabic  letters, all produced
laboriously by hand, excite  admiration and still inspire imitation. Anyone
interested in medieval  textiles  and culture will find this scholarly catalogue
both  useful and pleasurable.

ANNE  F.  SUTTON

RICHARD III: CROWN  AND  PEOPLE.  Edited James Petre. Richard III
Society 1986. Price  to members £14.50 (including p.&p.) from Miss A.
Smith, 14 Lincoln Road, Guildford, Surrey GU2 6121. Price to non-members
£25 (including p.&p.) from Alan  Sutton  Publishing Ltd., Brunswick
Road, Gloucester GL1 lHG.

This  new  volume, commissioned by the Richard 111 Society and  edited  by
James  Petre, brings  together  over  sixty articles and  research notes, drawn
from  Ricardians  from 1975 to 1981.  Some  of the pieces  have been  updated,
and  a  selection of  fifteen  photographs  illustrate some  of their  themes.  The
result  is an  attractive  collection, containing a wealth of detail  about
Richard  himself  and the Yorkist period.  A  number of the articles have  been
cited in  recent  historical works (including Charles Ross’s  Richard  III and
Ralph Griffiths and  Roger  Thomas's  The  Making of {he  Tudor Dynasty)
and the  book  as  a  whole has  something to offer  both  to newer  members  of
the Society and  a  more  general readership.

The material is loosely grouped  in six  sections:  Family, Nobility, Friends
and Foes, Sword and Standard, King and  Country, and Government and
Society.  These  titles offer no more than a very general  guide to their
respective  contents  (indeed the  section  on the nobility is really more  a
discussion of Richard and the Princes), and  here  a  more detailed
introduction would have  helped  the  reader. There  is considerable variety
here:  a pleasing vignette of Fastolf  Place, Southwark, geographical depth in
a  study of the transmission of the news after Henry Tudor’s  landing and  a
wealth of genealogical research on  some  of Richard's supporters and
opponents.  Some  of the records of the reign  have been  carefully
documented:  most  notably in Robert and Patricia Hairsine’s commendable
survey of the chancellor’s file.

The strength of  this  collection lies in its detail. Certain areas of
knowledge are reinforced:  Richard’s  undeniable  courage  at Barnet and
Tewkesbury (pp.l46-8, 258); the traumatic effect of the northern  ‘plantation‘
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after  Buckingham’s  rebellion (pp.337, 349-54), still recalled vividly over a
century later!  Others  are clarified or  expanded.  The division of the
Mowbray inheritance and its possible  ramifications  are carefully and
effectively set  out, while Richard’s claim to the succession and his
administration of  justice  are examined with  fresh  insight. Hillier’s  piece  on
‘John  Harcourt’ indicates  the importance of the lengthy Stafford-Harcourt
feud, and the possibility of its determining allegiance  in  1483  and  ’85.
William  Hampton  shows  Robert Percy’s  family links  with  the powerful Scropes
of  Bolton  as a plausible reason for his prominence in Richard’s
relgn.

In broader terms the  outlook  is rather more  patchy.  There is  a
conspicuous unwillingness to attempt any critical evaluation of Richard’s
politics.  We are presented with the  traditional  view of William Lord
Berkeley (enshrined in  Smythe), as  a  man  prepared  to surrender  most  of his
inheritance in  return  for  numerous  titles, without  considering the
alternative, that  William’s hand was forced by both  Edward  IV's  and
Richard’s use of recognizances. Perhaps inevitably the overall  content  is
uneven.  James  Gillespie’s  view that the abilities of Richard, Duke of  York,
as soldier and administrator have  been  over-rated is certainly tenable.
However the political narrative is  confused  and the portrayal of the
Somerset-York quarrel wide of the mark. Most difficult for the reader is the
section on ‘Friends and  Foes', which all too  soon  becomes  bogged down  in
a  morass of genealogical material and small  detail.  The  piece  on Sir  Thomas
Montgomery, such an important Yorkist servant, is disappointing; Kenneth
Hillier surveys four  Southampton rebels  in  1483, but is forced to conclude
that  there are few clues as to why these men  rebelled  at  all.

Such  criticisms should not  obscure  the very real qualities of this
volume, the enthusiasm and interest shown in the Yorkist period. It is  well
produced, and should make an attractive addition to any Ricardian library.

MICHAEL K.  JONES

MEDIEVAL LATIN PALAEOGRAPHY, A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL
INTRODUCTION.  Leonard E. Boyle.  Toronto  Medieval Bibliographies 8,
University of Toronto Press 1984. £26 (cloth), £11 (paper).

An expert on palaeography once explained  at  length  to  a mixed  audience
how he had discovered the correct order of  a number  of  loose  manuscript
pages  by a  meticulous study of the prickings in the parchment; when asked
whether the contents of the  text might  not have served the same purpose, he
had to admit that the possibility had not occurred to him.

Fr.  Boyle’s  ‘bibliographical  introduction’ to the palaeography of
Medieval Latin certainly does not confine itself to the purely technical side
of the subject. Not only does it cover an attractively long period  of time —
from the first century AD. to the sixteenth century and beyond — and
leaves no  aspect  of the study itself unmentioned — from the all-important
‘cultural  setting’ to the ‘physical' one of the writing material and the  ‘human’
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one of scribes and their  habits  —, it  also  puts the  subject against  a  very
wide  background  of medieval scholarship and at the end adds  a  short
chapter on the  “research sctting’ containing many of the titles without which
the  student  of the palaeography of any medieval period would find himself
hopelessly at  sea. '

The repeated  apology in the  author’s preface that  his work is meant
for beginners/students and not for scholars/ librarians, is unnecessary, for so,
to  some extent, are all bibliographies and  here  this seeming deficiency is
actually one of the  book’s  merits. Too  many similar works presuppose too
much' prior  knowledge on the  user’s part  and too  often  the  highly
specialized  items  included in them  have a  -— to the  beginner  —
incomprehensible or misleadingly general  title.  Both  these  problems  have
here been  solved by adding short  explanatory descriptions.

The author was for  many years  a  teacher of  palacography and this, I
think, has kept his  feet upon  the  ground:  he  attaches  great  importance  to
the  text  itself and to what it  communicates; he included  a  large  number  of
facsimile- collections, indispensable to the student  since  especially in
palaeography the  only effective way of approach is  ‘starting on  it’, and the
many works on the editing of  texts  show  his  avowed preoccupation with  the
transmission of the  material, without  which the  most  ardent  study of ‘old
writing’ would be of little use to others.

One  problem  of all bibliographies is their inability to be really up-to-date
and complete, a  problem more evident in  this  case because  the greater  part
of it had  been  finished in 1981. The  expert, we may hope, will fill in the
gaps  himself and the beginner will find more than  enough  to his  taste  and
afterwards proceed ‘from  book  to  book’, especially since the volume is
correctly named  ‘an  introduction’: a  large part of the  information  it gives is
not  confined  to Latin, and by its  selection, explanatory text  and
annotations  it  gives  one an  appetite  for ‘further  reading’.
_ It is well-produced, fairly easy to use and appears to be very accurate
in  detail. '

LIVIA  VlSSER-FUCHS

ENGLISH MEDIEVAL THEATRE 1400-1500.  William  Tydeman.‘ 1986.
Routledge  and Kegan Paul, Theatre  Production  Studies, £25.

The R.K.P. series  Theatre Production  Studies  is aimed at studying play
texts  in terms of their contemporary production. In  English Medieval
Theatre 1400-1500  William  Tydeman uses  his considerable  experience  as a
producer of medieval plays to  explore  a  group of  texts  ‘to establish their
probable manner of  staging, and to  show  how  these  plays may have  come
to light in  performance.’ In his  preface  he acknowledges his indebtedness to
Dr. Richard  Southern but, as he  points  out later, the  last  few decades have
provided  many experiments with  different types of  performance  so  that
today’s  audiences appreciatc.that ‘a theatrical  experience  can be created at any
time  and in any place  where two or  three  are prepared to  gather together  in its
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name’ (p.163). Today we are not averse to sitting on the floor of a drama studio
or being squashed into a crowded pub to participate in  a  theatrical presentation.
For myself, the best theatrical  experience  I have had in  London  in the  last  few
years was in Henry Irving’s Lyceum  —  but  I  was standing or moving around for
the National Theatre  Mysteries.

The  book  begins and ends with general sections on medieval theatre
but the main body of the work is the exploration of the  texts  of four
separate plays and  a  group of plays from the York Cycle. He begins with
.the  booth stage  and  Mankynde,  goes  on to .the scenic structures of the
Croxton  Play of the  Sacrament  and then, in real Southern territory, The
Caste]  of Perseveraunce  and the theatre in the round. In  each  case he adds
to our understanding and provides useful pictorial illustrations. Personally,
however, my favourites in  these  explorations  are the author’s considerations
of the processional  staging of the York Passion Sequence and the Great
Hall presentation of  Fulgens  and  Lucres.

In the  case  of the York sequence he delves  into  the controversy over the
difficulties of presenting all the plays in  a  processional manner. As Martial  Rose
pointed out (as late as  1961), to perform  each  of the plays of the cycle at all
trelve  stations would have taken fifteen hours. Tydeman propounds a theory
t  at'

the  wagons  processed  until  the first  four  stations  were  occupied by a  pageant:
presentation  of all four episodes  could then take place  at the relevant stations,
after  which  the  wagons  could  move  on  until  the first  eight  stations were  covered,
whereupon  the same  process  could  occur.  Thus  by a  series of  ‘shunted’ starts  and
stops  each of  (say) forty-eight pageants  could be  played  at  three  of the York
stations  designated  (p.  107).  ,

He has warned us in his preface that he has  been  forced to speculate because of
ambivalent evidence but m this York  section  he  creates  a  vivid picture of  seat
holders dashing off to other stations so as not to miss the performance of  a
favourite play and then returning to their  seats  to watch the next performance at
their proper place. As he adds a map with route and stations for the procession
it all  seems very exciting and  I  begin to wonder how  I  shall spend my next  day m
York.

Fulgens  and  Lucres  by Henry Medwall was probably performed  before
Morton at Lambeth  Palace  m  1497  and offers interest to Ricardians at several
levels, its connection with  John  Morton, its adaptability for inodem ‘medieval’
banquets  and its  preference  for the‘ new’ men. Tydeman again examines the  text
with the intended performance in mind, particularly in the  case  of the servants
_A and B. He builds up a lively picture of the two parts of the play performed
between courses and whets a producer’s appetite to try out such ideas. Lucres’
choice of  husband, between Flaminius and Cornelius  (the‘ new’ man and the
aristoérat),‘ is considered" m detail and the author points out  that  the selection of
Flaminius is deliberately contrived to mitigate any suggestiOn  that  hers is the
defmitive' solution’ (p.157). In such a hall as  Morton’s there must  have been
many ‘new’ men but it was doubtless  'not  wise to be blatantly opposed to the
aristocracy at this time. Again, as with the York plays, the author shows ability
in-conjuring up the character of the supposed audience as he proceeds with his
description of the play’s requirements from the point of view of staging.
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The final section of the  book  deals with general  matters  but here the
author’s direction  seems  more  vague.  At one point he deals  with  the
sophistication of the actors warning us  that  we should not be dismissive of their
skills.  He discusses vocal ability particularly in connection with the more
flamboyant roles but unfortunately he  does  not examine the practicality of the
verse forms in helping with the personation. One of my happiest acting
memories is of learning to grapple with the seemingly tortuous verse forms of
the Wakefield  Creation  and gradually realising how helpful the  verse  was for
displaying the character of Lucifer/ Satan. The  contribution  of the playwrights
in providing good  material for the actors is probably the  best  way of judging the
ability of the actors.

Throughout his  book  the author displays an enthusiasm for his material
which is infectious so  that  the uninitiated will  want  to find out more  about
medieval drama and producers will be stimulated to try out his ideas' 1n practice.

ARTHUR  COCKERILL

CROWN HOUSEHOLD  AND  PARLIAMENT  IN  FIFTEENTH CENTURY
ENGLAND.  A. R. Myers’ collected articles, edited by C. H. Clough, will be
reviewed in the next  Ricardian.  In the meantime members may like to know
that they may obtain  a  copy at the special price of £15 (inc. p.  &  p. for the U.K;
overseas members  must  add  £1.50  for postage) from the publisher, Hambledon
Press, 35 Gloucester Avenue, Lgndon NW1 7AX. (Normal price  £24.).
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Notes  on  Contributors

Arthur  Cockerill,  a member of the Society for  almost  twenty years, is
the chairman of the Yorkshire Branch and  also  of the Leeds Civic Arts
Guild.

Jeremy Griffiths  is  a  Lecturer in the Department of English, Birkbeck
College, University of  London.  He is currently completing a  Catalogue  of
Manuscripts  of the  Works  of John Gower,  with Kate Harris and Derek
Pearsall.

Michael  K.  Jones  is  a  Lecturer in the Department of Medieval  History,
University of Glasgow. He finished his  Ph.D.  in  1982  and is at present
writing a  book  on the  Beaufort  family in the  fifteenth  century.

James  0.  Pelre.  A  member of the  Society since 1967; B.A.(Wales),
M.A.(London). His particular  interest  is in the  later  medieval  castle  on
which he hopes to  complete a  doctoral thesis.

Kenneth  Shepherd  received his BA. and M.A.  degrees  in medieval
history from Miami University (Oxford, Ohio).

Alexandra Sinclair  will be  submitting a  thesis on the  Beauchamp Earls
of Warwick later  this  summer.

Livia Visser-Fuchs  has  just  finished an M.A.  Thesis  on the short version of
the  Arrivall.

Barrie  Williams  is  Teacher  and Chaplain at St. Hilda’s  School, Whitby.
Author of The  Bishop's  Subscription Book,  flue  Franciscan  Revival  and
Archbishop John  Williams.

Brian  Williams.  An Instructor of History and French at the  Portsmouth
Abbey School, Portsmouth, Rhode Island. Degrees in History from  Boston
University. On the doctoral programme in European History at the
University of Wisconsin.
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Contributions to the Ricardian

,  These  are welcomed on any subject  relevant  to the aims of the  Society. These  may be
illustrated by photographs  (glossy prints  showing good  contrast) or by line  drawings.
All contributions, including leners, must  be  typewritten, ‘with double  spacing and
adequate margins, on one side of the  paper  only. Permissidn  must be obtained for the
use of copyright material, but this is not usually necessary for  short quotes.‘ References
and  footnotes must  be  given  in one  sequence at the end of the  article.  Details  need nox
be given in full for  second  and  subsequent references to the  same  source.  They must
take  a  form  similar to the following examples:
R.  Horrox  and P. W.  Hammond  (eds.  ), British Library Manuscript  433 (4  vols.
Upminster  and  London  I979— -83), vol.  I, pp. 45-6.
Daniel  Williams, The  hastily drawn up will of William  Catesby Esquire, 25 August
I485, Leicestershire  Archaeological  and  Historical Society Transactions,  vol.  51 (l975-6),
p.48.

Anyone  interested  in taking display advertisement  space—full, half or quarter
page—or in placing an  insert should contact  the  Editor.  (Classified  advertisements
should  be  sent  to the  Editor  of the  Bulletin).

Contributions for the  December  I986  Ricardian  must  reach  Anne Sutton, 17  Enfield
Cloisters,  Fanshaw Street, London  Nl  6LD,  by September 30. Articles  should  be  sent  well
in  advance. .
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